The study of ideal absorbers, which can efficiently absorb light over a broad range of wavelengths, is of fundamental importance, as well as critical for many applications from solar steam generation and thermophotovoltaics to light/thermal detectors. As a result of recent advances in plasmonics, plasmonic absorbers have attracted a lot of attention. However, the performance and scalability of these absorbers, predominantly fabricated by the top-down approach, need to be further improved to enable widespread applications. We report a plasmonic absorber which can enable an average measured absorbance of~99% across the wavelengths from 400 nm to 10 mm, the most efficient and broadband plasmonic absorber reported to date. The absorber is fabricated through self-assembly of metallic nanoparticles onto a nanoporous template by a one-step deposition process. Because of its efficient light absorption, strong field enhancement, and porous structures, which together enable not only efficient solar absorption but also significant local heating and continuous stream flow, plasmonic absorber-based solar steam generation has over 90% efficiency under solar irradiation of only 4-sun intensity (4 kW m
INTRODUCTION
For a wide range of applications from photo/thermal detections (1-6) and solar energy conversion (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) to infrared imaging (14) , the efficiency and bandwidth of absorbers will ultimately limit the performance of the whole system. An ideal absorber should eliminate transmittance and reflectance over a broad spectral range. Therefore, there are generally three critical elements in the design of ideal absorbers: efficient antireflection (15, 16) , high density of optical modes (10, 17) , and strong light coupling for efficient absorption. Previously, various plasmonic nanostructures, such as metallic meta-atoms (meta-surfaces) or tapered geometries have been heavily investigated to broaden the absorption bandwidth by constructing multiple resonances (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . For example, a plasmonic absorber based on a crossed trapezoid grating array reported by Aydin et al. (19) achieved a measured absorption of 0.71 over a spectral range of 400 to 700 nm. An absorptive meta-absorber achieved by ultra sharp convex metal grooves was reported by Søndergaard et al. (20) , which experimentally demonstrated an average absorbance of 96% over 450 to 850 nm. Refractory materials, for example titanium nitride or vanadium dioxide, are also used as alternatives to construct the plasmonic absorber (25, 26) . However, there are several limitations that can hinder the use of these absorbers for widespread applications. First, the structures of absorbers are fabricated predominantly by top-down lithography such as focused ion beam (FIB) and e-beam lithography (EBL), with inherent limitations on fabrication throughput, spatial resolution, and scalability. Second, in all of these previous studies the light absorption is enabled by a very limited number of well defined resonant nanostructures which are compact-aggregated on bulk optical substrates; thus the efficiency and bandwidth of these absorbers need to be further improved.
There are two key components in our structures, working together to achieve highly efficient and broadband absorption (Fig. 1A ). Gold nanoparticles with random sizes and distributions enable a high density of hybridized localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) to effectively absorb light in a wide wavelength range; nanoporous templates (porosity, ≳40%) provide an impedance match for efficient reflection reduction and coupling to the optical modes. Therefore, this structure can enable an average measured light absorbance of~99% throughout the visible to mid-infrared regimes (400 nm to 10 mm). As far as we know, it is the most efficient and broadband plasmonic absorber reported to date.
Significant progress has been made in the field of self-assembly, with various methods that have been developed with wonderful control of uniformity and directionality through molecular interactions, external directing fields, etc. (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Compared with the top-down method (such as EBL, FIB, etc.), self-assembled processes offer several advantages, such as high spatial resolution (1-to 2-nm interparticle distance) and efficient scale-up, as well as high throughput.
RESULTS
For the applications of an efficient and broadband plasmonic absorber, it is desirable to assemble random-sized, widely anisotropic-shaped gold nanoparticles in a close-packed (but not aggregated) fashion, which is not feasible with the conventional bottom-up approach. Therefore, we developed a template-assisted physical vapor deposition (PVD) process (see Supplementary Materials and note S1 for details). A schematic outline of the plasmonic absorber formation (a "unit cell") is shown in Fig.  1B . A nanoporous alumina template was used to form a percolated scaffold for hosting gold nanoparticles (34) ; these templates were fabricated using a two-step anodization process that enabled the pore size to be finely controlled in the range of 30 to 400 nm. The orders and periodicity of these nanopores can also be controlled through a variety of techniques (35) (36) (37) .
These nanoporous templates were then transferred to a PVD system (Gatan, model 682) for the self-assembly deposition of gold nanoparticles. At low gas pressures (≲1 × 10 −3 Pa), the gold ions fly ballistically from the target in straight lines and travel deep (~1 mm) into the pores. They energetically affect the sidewall of each pore in the template. At higher gas pressures (≳1 Pa), gold ions collide with the gas atoms that act as a moderator and move diffusively, reaching the top surface and sidewall and condensing after undergoing a random walk. Therefore, by finely tuning the pore size of the nanoporous templates and the gas pressure of the PVD system, gold nanoparticles of different sizes can be deposited on both the top surface and sidewalls of the pores in the templates (35) . During the process of deposition, the deposited gold on the surface (rather than sidewall) forms a metallic film. Meanwhile, nanoparticles down in the pores adhere to the walls and aggregate, forming a randomly distributed profile. Because metal nanoparticles are more likely to gather near the entrance of a pore, the sizes of nanoparticles change gradually along the deposition path. As shown in Fig. 1B , the particles near the top surface (deposited gold film side) are larger and sparser, whereas those down in the pore are smaller and more densely packed. As explained later, the random distribution of particles with different sizes and shapes plays a critical role in enabling efficient and broadband plasmonic absorption. Figure 1C compares an optical photograph of a 1-inchdiameter bare nanoporous template (which is transparent) with that of a ≲90-nm-thick gold-deposited nanoporous template (labeled as Au/NPT; black).
A three-dimensional (3D) schematic of the ideal plasmonic absorber is presented in Fig. 2A , which consists of a perforated gold film, randomly distributed gold nanoparticles, and a nanoporous template (an average pore diameter D of~300 nm and a pore-to-pore distance L of 450 nm). Figure 2B presents a typical high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of our self-assembled plasmonic absorber. Note that pore diameter D is the most critical of all the geometry parameters (see Supplementary Materials, note S2, and figs. S1 to S3 for details) and random gold nanoparticles are the most critical component responsible for the broadband plasmonic absorption effect. Large pore diameter will allow the formation of close-packed gold nanoparticles with a variety of aspect ratios during the PVD (Fig. 2, E and F) , therefore increasing the density of plasmonic resonant modes. In addition, large pore-sized porous templates with a much reduced refractive index and small impedance mismatch (see Supplementary Materials, note S3, and figs. S4 and S5 for details) will enable extremely low reflectance and efficient light coupling within these pores, therefore significantly enhancing the absorption. In the experiment, absorbers with various pore diameters were fabricated and characterized systematically. The corresponding top view and cross-sectional SEM images of Au/NPT (D = 300 nm), acquired using dual-beam FIB microscopy (Dual Beam FIB 235, FEI Strata), are shown in Fig. 2 (C and E, respectively) . The corresponding SEM images of an absorber with larger pores and a more disordered nanoporous template (noted as Au/D-NPT; D = 365 nm; see Materials and Methods) are presented in Fig. 2 (D and F) . As indicated in the corresponding inset diagrams, the distribution of the Fourier transform image of the Au/D-NPT sample is much more diffusive. It is expected that the disorder of pore arrays in Au/D-NPT gives rise to more favorable light coupling and excitations of high density of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes, leading to the pronounced plasmonic absorption enhancement by effectively coupling with the LSPR of gold particles.
To quantitatively characterize the performance of the absorber, the absorption spectra of three samples (the bare nanoporous template and two gold-sputtered templates Au/NPT and Au/D-NPT) were first measured over a wavelength range of 400 nm to 10 mm (Fig. 3, A and B) . In the visible-near-infrared regime (400 nm to 2.5 mm), the absorption spectra were measured using an ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared spectrophotometer with an integrated sphere attachment (see Materials and Methods). As shown in Fig. 3A , the average measured absorbance increases to~99% for the Au/D-NPT sample (~90% for the Au/NPT sample). In the mid-infrared regime (2.5 to 10 mm) (Fig. 3B) , the absorption spectra were measured using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (see Materials and Methods). It is clearly observed that the absorbance of the bare alumina nanoporous template (red line in Fig. 3B ) experiences a slight absorption peak around l = 3 mm (~25%) and increases distinctly for l > 6 mm (~23% at l = 6 mm), which can be attributed to the intrinsic infrared absorption of alumina and leads to the high absorption performance in the range l > 8 mm. After a~60-nmthick gold deposition on the nanoporous template with a porosity of 38%, the absorption efficiency of the Au/NPT absorber was efficiently enhanced by gold, with a minimal absorbance up to >40%. More strikingly, the minimal absorbance of the Au/D-NPT (thick black line in Fig. 3B ) was raised up to 98.6% and an average of absorbance reached >99% over the mid-infrared spectrum.
The full-wave electromagnetic simulations were carried out using the FDTD to explore the physical mechanism for the plasmonic absorber. In the structure modeling, the distribution profiles of the metallic nanoparticles on the surface and inside the pores of nanoporous templates were modeled on the basis of the SEM images in Fig. 2 (see Materials and Methods for details). The calculated absorption curves of the Au/NPT absorber (black solid line) and bare nanoporous template (red solid line) are shown in Fig. 3 (C and D) for l = 400 nm to 10 mm. One may find that the typical absorption features of the Au/NPT absorber observed in the experiment are reproduced well by our simulations over the visible-infrared regime (especially for l = 400 nm to 6 mm), indicating that the essential mechanisms of the absorption are grasped well by our simulation model.
To elucidate how the three individual parts of the plasmonic absorber work, the absorption spectra of (i) the nanoporous template with the gold perforated film, (ii) the nanoporous template with gold nanoparticles, and (iii) the gold perforated film with gold nanoparticles were calculated individually, as ticked by the orange, green, and blue dashed lines in Fig. 3 (C and D) , respectively. In the visible-nearinfrared regime (400 nm to 2.5 mm), the calculated curve of the Au/ NPT structure is broadband absorptive with an average absorbance of 82%. Comparisons between absorption curves of Au/NPT and "the nanoporous template with the gold perforated film" reveal that gold nanoparticles inside pores are the main absorption carriers. Because gold nanoparticles are closely packed in random distributions along the z direction (Fig. 2E) , the LSPR of each gold nanoparticle will overlap and hybridize, leading to multiple overlapping plasmonic modes that give rise to broadband absorption (10) . Comparisons between absorption curves of Au/NPT and "the nanoporous template with gold nanoparticles" reveal that the gold film plays an important role in enhancing the overall absorption, especially in the visible and near-infrared range. Although the gold film is weakly absorptive, especially in the infrared range (orange line in Fig. 3, C and D) , because gold particles sputtered on the surface are connected and form a patterned film (Fig. 2B) , such a gold film can effectively reflect light back to the absorber and significantly increase the optical path length of absorption in gold particles. Furthermore, the transverse periodicity of gold film can provide effective light coupling to the SPP excitations. Because the nanopores are assumed to be perfectly ordered in the model, the simulated curve of Au/NPT (thin black line in Fig. 3C ) is of discrete peaks (rather than flat measured profile in Fig. 3A) , and the overall simulated absorbance is lower than the experimental one (38) . Because both SPP and LSPR play roles in absorption, it is expected that the bandwidth and cutoff absorption frequency of absorbers can be finely tuned by the metallic particles and pore size of nanoporous templates. This is important for many applications such as thermophotovoltaics (39, 40) .
As shown in Fig. 3D , in the mid-infrared regime (l = 2.5 to 6 mm), there is a large difference (~40%) between absorption curves of Au/NPT and "the gold perforated film with gold nanoparticles," which indicates the important role of the nanoporous templates. Without the nanoporous template, the absorbance caused by overlapping of LSPR and SPP modes decreases distinctly, especially for l > 2 mm. The nanoporous template with large porosity (≳40%) provides strong scattering and internal reflection so that optical path lengths are significantly increased (41) . In addition, the template with large porosity can exhibit strong antireflective properties due to the relative low effective index, which further boosts the absorption efficiency (42) (see Supplementary Materials and note S3). For l = 6 to 10 mm, the simulated absorbance of Au/NPT is much lower than the experimental absorbance due to the underestimation of the intrinsic absorbance (red dashed line in Fig. 3D ) of nanoporous template. In the experiment, an approximately 50-mm-thick template is used, whereas in the simulation, limited by calculation resources, a 500-nm-thick section is selected, therefore causing the underestimation of absorption in this range (see Supplementary Materials, note S4, and figs. S6 to S8).
On the basis of the above analysis, the excellent performance of Au/D-NPT (Fig. 3, A and B) can be attributed to several factors. First, the Au/D-NPT absorber with larger pore diameter D is more favorable for the formation during the PVD of close-packed gold nanoparticles with a wide variety of aspect ratios. This increases the density of plasmonic resonant modes, which is critical for broadband absorptions. Second, because the porosity of the Au/D-NPT sample (~59%) is much larger than that of the Au/NPT sample (~38%), reduced reflection, higher density of LSPR modes, and a stronger scattering effect can be expected. Third, the transverse pattern of the Au/D-NPT sample is more disordered than that of the Au/NPT sample (Fig. 2, C and D) , and higher density of SPP modes can be excited in the visible and near-infrared regime. Therefore, our Au/D-NPT sample is suggested to be the most efficient and broadband plasmonic absorber (average absorbance of~99% over 200 nm to 10 mm) among the various plamonic absorbers reported to date. It is also comparable to the carbon nanotubebased absorber within this range, as demonstrated in Fig. 3E .
Our plasmonic absorbers can be used directly for efficient solar steam generation (8, 43, 44) because of the highly efficient, broadband absorption. As outlined in Fig. 4A , our plasmonic absorber shows several unique features. First, the light absorption is efficient (above 99%) across the full solar spectrum. Second, the gold particles are very closepacked with very strong field enhancement around the metal/water interface in a wide range of spectrum, leading to strong nonradiative plasmon decay, which is beneficial for efficient solar steam generation. Figure 4B gives four calculated cross-sectional electric field distributions at four arbitrary wavelengths, indicating the widely spread hot spots of our plasmonic structure. Third, because of the unique porous nature of templates, the absorber samples float naturally on the top surface of water, with gold particles in direct contact with the water surface. Fig. 4D . It is expected that the evaporation rate will be accelerated with the increased illumination intensity. Subtracting the evaporation rate from the slope of mass loss curve in Fig. 4D , it is obvious that evaporation rates with our plasmonic absorbers are 2.1 and 3.6 times of pure water at 1 and 4 kW m −2 solar irradiations, respectively. Such an evaporation enhancement effect is easily repeatable and more pronounced under higher solar irradiation. On the basis of more than four sets of independent experimental measurements for each illumination intensity, the average evaporation rate as well as the SD are shown in Fig. 4E . Accompanied by an almost linear increment of evaporation rate, the temperature of the generated steam increases steadily, approaching~98°C (for open measurement) and~110°C (for closed measurement) under >8 kW m −2 solar irradiation. To evaluate the solar steam efficiency h in the solar-to-thermal conversion process, we used h ¼ m : h LV =P in , in which m : is the mass flux, h LV is the liquidvapor phase change enthalpy, and P in is the received power density of the solar irradiations on the absorber surface (7). One may find from , the efficiency of solar steam generation assisted by our plasmonic structure was up to 90%. Such a nonlinear increment of evaporation rate and efficiency is related to the nonlinear variation of thermal motion or steam temperature on P in (see note S5 and fig. S9 for details). Apart from the plasmonic hot-spot effect that is favorable for local heating, we stress that the radiation loss (45, 46) of our absorber is low (the estimated maximal loss is~3% at 4 sun illumination; see Supplementary Materials, note S6, and fig. S10 for more details). The efficient solarto-steam conversion efficiency mainly originated from the characteristics of our developed plasmonic absorber: broadband and highly efficient absorption effect, plasmonic hot spot-enabled local heating, and the inherent multiple nanopore structures. Compared to steam generation used in traditional concentrated solar power systems, where high concentration and high temperature are necessary to drive steam turbines, this type of plasmonic absorber-based steam generation with local surface heating and relatively low temperature is particularly favorable for applications such as solar desalination and sterilization.
DISCUSSION
In summary, we report a highly efficient (~99%), broadband (200 nm to 10 mm) plasmonic light absorber that operates over the visible-infrared regime. The pronounced absorption effects are attributed to the high density of optical modes, strong multiple scattering (or internal reflection), and low effective refractive index offered by the nanoporous templates and metallic nanoparticles, which show distinct advantages over the traditional multiplexed plasmonic nanostructures and/or the carbon black-based absorbers (see note S7 and figs. S11 and S12 for details). This type of plasmonic absorber can be directly used for efficient solar steam generation (over 90% conversion efficiency at 4 kW m −2 solar irradiations). With more advancement in the design and fabrication of different templates (47) and nanoparticles, we expect that the self-assembly approach (48), together with low-cost plasmonic materials such as aluminum, will open up exciting new scalable and high-throughput processing schemes which will facilitate the large-scale manufacture of complex nanoscale architectures; this will also make an impact in a diverse set of other potential application fields, such as desalination, solar thermophotovoltaics, photocatalysis, metamaterials, and sensing technology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrications and optical measurements
The broadband absorptive metallic nanostructures were prepared by the PVD of gold deposition on different pore-sized alumina nanoporous templates. The nanoporous template was fabricated by a two-step anodization method and then sputtered with gold nanoparticles by a PVD system (Gatan, model 682). The pore radius and porosity were controlled by the voltage and oxidation time. The sparsely distributed profiles of the nanoparticles were controlled by the deposition time and degree of vacuum. During a systematic optimization procedure with different sizes and distributions of nanopores, the Au/D-NPT (Au/NPT) absorber was fabricated with gold sputtered (an effective thickness of~60 to 85 nm) on the more (or less) disordered nanoporous template, respectively. The parameters were as follows: average pore diameter D~365 nm (D~300 nm), higher porosity f~59% (f~38%), and pore-to-pore distance L~450 nm. Optical transmittance and reflectance measurements on the metallic absorbers were carried out using different optical measurement systems. A Shimadzu UV-3600 (UV-Vis-NIR) spectrophotometer attached with an integrating sphere (ISR-3100) was used for the hemispherical reflectance measurements in the UV-Vis-NIR range (200 nm to 2.5 mm) (Fig. 3A) . A PerkinElmer GX FTIR spectroscope with specular transmittance and reflectance accessories was used for the mid-infrared regime (400 to 4000 cm −1 ) (Fig. 3B) , which has a resolution of 4 cm −1
. The measured mid-infrared absorbance of the Au/NPT absorber was repeated by the Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectroscope with diffusive reflectance accessories.
Optical modeling and simulation Full-wave electromagnetic simulations were carried out using the FDTD method based on FDTD Solutions 8.6.1 software by Lumerical. In the optical modeling, hexagonal periodic structure was used, which consisted of random gold nanoparticles (inside each pore), periodically perforated gold film, and alumina nanoporous template. Limited by the computational resources (the min-server used was equipped with 128 GB RAM and double CPU of 2.7 GHz), the thickness of gold nanoparticles inside the pore and bare nanoporous template substrate were assumed to be distributed only to h p = 400 nm and H = 500 nm in the Au/NPT simulation. To reproduce the most representative distribution profile of the nanoparticles in the SEM image (Fig. 2B) , the randomly distributed ellipsoid nanoparticles with graded long axis length were considered. The maximal (minimal) long axis length of the random nanoparticles was set at 100 nm (10 nm), whereas the short axis length was fixed at 20 nm. Therefore, the aspect ratio of the nanoparticle could be tuned by the long axis length. The density of nanoparticles along each pore was gradually increased along the pore axis (according to the cross-sectional SEM in Fig. 2F ). For simplicity, the total length of particles (h p = 400 nm) was divided into eight sections, and the particle number of each section (from gold film to nanoporous template side) was linearly increased. The total number of particles inside each pore was~2300, with the total quantity of gold deposited into a nanopore determined by the deposition condition (see note S8 and fig. S13 for details). One physical unit cell was simulated in the FDTD simulation, with an excited plane wave propagating along the z direction and periodic boundary conditions applied in the transverse directions ( Fig. 2A) . Because the response of such a 3D metallic nanostructure is not sensitive to the polarization and incident angle (see note S9 and fig. S14 for details) , for simplicity, the polarization of light was set along the x axis. The total transmission and reflection efficiency were then detected by two power monitors, and absorption efficiency was calculated by A = 1 − R − T. The permittivity of alumina and gold used in the simulation was obtained from Palik's data (49) . In addition, the pore radius, pore-to-pore distance, and metal thickness for the Au/NPT simulation, as well as the thickness of alumina for the bare nanoporous template simulation, were set as the same as in the experiment.
Solar steam measurements
The experimental setup of the solar steam measurement was composed of a solar simulator (Newport 94043A), a double-lens focusing system (200-mm focal length and 100-mm diameter for lens #1, 50-mm focal length and 30-mm diameter for lens #2; Beijing Optical Century Instrument Co.), a power meter (10 W, 19-mm-diameter detector; #1097901, Coherent ), a test chamber, a balance (FA2004, 0.1-mg accuracy), thermocouples, a serial communication module (RS232), and a desktop computer. The experiments were typically conducted at an ambient temperature of 24°C and humidity of~42%.
The designed test chamber was a Dewar flask (28-mm inner diameter, 38-mm outer diameter, and 96-mm height; Shanghai Glass Instrument Co.). The temperature of the steam and water around the sample was recorded by two thermocouples (placed on top/bottom surface of the sample, respectively). All the thermocouples were coated with a highly reflective white titanium oxide coating by atomic layer deposition to suppress the heating effect of direct illumination. The illumination source was a solar simulator (Class AAA, Newport 94043A) with an optical filter for the standard air mass 1.5-G spectrum. The output solar irradiation of the solar simulator was focused by the double-lens system and projected on the surface of the sample (held by the Dewar flask). The power density of the illumination intensity was measured at the level of the sample with the power meter (air cool thermopile sensor with a 19-mm-diameter detector, PM10; #1097901, Coherent). By carefully optimizing the double-lens focusing system, the maximal irradiation power was~13 kW m −2
. The balance (FA2004, 0.1-mg accuracy) was used to monitor the mass loss from evaporation, recorded in real time by the desktop computer (with RS 232 serial ports), and then used to determine the evaporation rate and efficiency of solar steam generation. Fig. S1 . Schematic diagrams of the Au/NPT absorber. Fig. S2 . Measured absorption spectra of Au/NPT absorbers with different pore diameter D. Fig. S3 . Absorbance of the plasmonic absorbers on pore length H and gold film thickness h f . Fig. S4 . Schematic diagram of Au/NPT and the propagation direction of light. Fig. S5 . Effective index and impedance of nanoporous template calculated by Bruggeman effective medium formula. Fig. S6 . Scheme for the difference between the actual and simulated structures. Fig. S7 . Simulated absorbance of the Au/NPT absorber with different particle length h p . Fig. S8 . Comparison of the experimental and simulated absorption spectra of the Au/NPT absorber. Fig. S9 . Measured temperature of steam as a function of illumination intensity. Fig. S10 . The radiation loss of the plasmonic absorber surface. Fig. S11 . Advantages of Au/NPT for solar steam generation. Fig. S12 . Evaporation comparisons between the Au/D-NPT and carbon black-based absorber (carbon nanotube). Fig. S13 . Simulated absorbance as a function of particle number N. Fig. S14 . Angular dependence of the plasmonic absorber. References (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) support is also provided by the Science Foundation (no. BK20151079) and Qing Lan Project of Jiangsu Province. Author contributions: J.Z. and L.Z. conceived and planned the study; L.Z., Y.T., D.J., B.Z., and P.Z. performed the experiments; J.Z., L.Z., Z.Y., and Q.G. performed data analysis; and L.Z. and J.Z. wrote the manuscript. All authors discussed the results and approved the final version of the manuscript. Competing interests: The authors declare that they have no competing interests. Data and materials availability: All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper and/or the Supplementary Materials. Additional data related to this paper may be requested from the authors. 
